
22 years working in construction companies in Saudi Arabia

Jul-2020 - Projacs international -egas company

QA/QC manger material expert

QA/QC manger material expert consulting at Riyadh municipality
projects 
Realisabilitys
Review all the requests of inspection 
Review all MIR materials inspection reports 
Review monthly quality reports
Review monthly progress of subcontractors 

Mar-2018 -

May-2020

Discovery contracting and trading company

QA/QC manger

QA/QC manger in all the patch plans in Jeddah and precast manger
supervise all the material inspections and tests 
Review all the supplies barriers and precast to Harramine train
project Qupasa and OHL Arabia companies D&B consultant 
Supplying and fixing of workshops buildings in industrial city at
Asfan Jeddah

PERSONAL STATEMENT 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

MOHAMED MAHMOUD ALI
QA/QC MANGER & MATERIAL EXPERT

CONTACT INFO 

Mohamed.albahloul@yahoo.com +966503066187

mohamed.albahloul@yahoo.com

Jeddah Salama district , Jeddah , 5238 , Western , Saudi Ar
abia .

WEBSITE PHONE

EMAIL

LOCATION



Feb-2015 -

Feb-2018

Mohamed Ali Alswielm group

QA/QC manger and material decision manger

QA/QC manger and construction manager in ties of roads and
bridges of king Abdolla ibn AbdulAziz sport city project in Jeddah
supervised all the roads construction work soil and Asphalts and
supervised the casting of barries New Jersey of 12 kilometers in
Madinah road and 10 kilometers in Hamdanya road and supervised
the initial handover of the project 

Jul-2008 -

Dec-2014

SBG-RPD Saudi Binladin group -rapid projects

QA/QC manger and material engineer

QA/QC manger in princess Nora bint Abdul Rahman university in
depot area supervised all the roads work and bridges casting and
following up all the RFIs requests of inadpections and MIR material
inspection requestes 
QA/QC manger and landscape manger in colleges area akin King-
Saud bin-AbdulAziz university

Nov-2003 -

May-2008

Arab labs company ACES

QA/QC and material engineer

QA/QC engineer in many construction projects as Montagaa Al-
amal business towers and lab manger

Feb-1998 -

Oct-2003

Nizar Kurdy consulting engineers

Material engineer

Lab engineer and QA/QC in house construction projects one of
munieipolity projects

Sep-1983 -

May-1987

Ain Shams university in Cairo

Science ,bachelor degree in geology and material , Good

Microsoft

Leading teams

Bearing pressure

EDUCATION 

SKILLS 
Expert

Expert

Expert



English

Germany

Arabic

Traveling ,reading and sports

Married with 4 childrens
Transfable iqama
Vaild driving licence

LANGUAGES 
Proficient

Upper Intermediate

Native

HOBBIES & INTERESTS 

General  


